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Question: 375
You manage a Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations environment. Users report slow queries, deadlocks, and
crashes. You need identify which tool to use to troubleshoot.
What should you use?
A . System diagnostics
B . Environment monitoring
C . DirectQuery
D . Microsoft Azure Active Directory Connect Health Agent

Answer: D

Question: 376
DRAG DROP
You are a Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations system administrator.
The finance department is experiencing electronic reporting submittal issues. You must use all available sources to
troubleshoot those issues. You need to identify potential hotfixes.
Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions
from the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.

Answer:

Question: 377
A company implements Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations.
You are responsible for creating a custom feature within a solution by using Microsoft Azure DevOps. Testers have
found a bug while running one of the User Acceptance Testing (UAT) scripts.
However, it is not a high-severity bug and has been found to not have interconnected dependencies to other branches
within the process flow.
You need to deploy the passed functionality features.
What should you do?
A . Exclude the specific package from the Business process modeler (BPM).
B . Exclude the specific package from the data package in the Data management tool.
C . Exclude the specific package from the deployable package in Microsoft Azure DevOps.
D . Exclude the specific package from the deployable package in Configuration data manager.

Answer: C

Question: 378
HOTSPOT
You are tasked with setting up Case management in the Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations deployment for
your organization.
Your organization must use cases to track defect and enhancement reports for products, so that engineers can improve
products over time. Only appropriate employees within the organization should have access to cases and related
information.
Call center employees create thousands of service cases and ensure that the proper resources are allocated for each
service.
Service department employees fix cases created by the call center and create cases for defects and enhancement
suggestions when they identify them.
Engineers review the cases from the service department while planning and designing the next version.

You need to configure the tool to enable tracking of service cases and product defects and enhancements.
Which Case management settings should you choose for each category or categories? To answer, select the appropriate
options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Answer:

Question: 379
You are a Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations system administrator. You use Lifecycle Services (LCS) for your
deployment. The company currently has multiple
methodologies assigned to various projects. One methodology is incorrectly assigned and must be changed. You need
to change the methodology on an existing project.
Which two options can you use? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. NOTE: Each correct selection is
worth one point.
A . Change methodology
B . Project settings
C . Manage methodologies
D . Edit methodology

Answer: A,C

Question: 380
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while others might not have a correct solution.

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen.
You are a Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations security administrator. When testing security setups, users report
that certain roles are gaining access to sensitive information via a form in the system.
You must investigate which user roles have what visibility and access level to system objects, and then send a report
to the implementation team to address security compliance concerns. You need to report the information from the
system. Solution: Generate the User role assignments report. Does the solution meet the goal?
A . Yes
B . No

Answer: B

Question: 381
DRAG DROP
You are a Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations implementation consultant.
You plan to use automated regression testing in a company’s environment, as the system will be updated frequently
until automatic updates can be applied.
You need to identify when and what key business object should be used during the implementation.
Which business objects should you use? To answer, drag the appropriate objects to the correct component actions.
Each object may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or
scroll to view content.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Answer:

Question: 382
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while others might not have a correct solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen.
You are a Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations security administrator.
When testing security setups, users report that certain roles are gaining access to sensitive information via a form in the
system.
You must investigate which user roles have what visibility and access level to system objects, and then send a report
to the implementation team to address security compliance concerns.
You need to report the information from the system.
Solution: Generate the Security duty assignments report. Does the solution meet the goal?
A . Yes
B . No

Answer: B

Question: 383
HOTSPOT
You are tasked with enhancing usability in the Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations deployment for your
organization. Your organization is evaluating different approaches, including using workspaces. You need to identify
the goals of using workspaces.
Which goals should you identify? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. NOTE: Each correct
selection is worth one point.

Answer:

Explanation:

Question: 384
DRAG DROP
You are the project owner in a Lifecycle Services (LCS) project to deploy a Dynamics 365 for
Finance and Operations environment. The system must be configured to enable testers to record processes that become
business processes and test plans.
You need to configure the system to generate User Acceptance Testing (UAT) test plans. In which order should you
perform the actions? To answer, move all actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.

Answer:

Question: 385

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while others might not have a correct solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen.
You are a Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations security administrator.
When testing security setups, users report that certain roles are gaining access to sensitive information via a form in the
system. You must investigate which user roles have what visibility and access level to system objects, and
then send a report to the implementation team to address security compliance concerns. You need to report the
information from the system. Solution: Generate the Security role access report. Does the solution meet the goal?
A . Yes
B . No

Answer: A

Question: 386
A company plans to create a global address book and additional address books for each line of business. You need to
help add parties to the address books.
What party types can you use for both the global address book and the additional address books? NOTE: Each correct
selection is worth one point.
A . Customer
B . Vendor
C . Person
D . Competitor
E . Organization

Answer: A,B,D
Explanation: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-sg/dynamics365/unified-operations/fin-andops/organizationadministration/overview-global-address-book?toc=%2Fdynamics365%2Funifiedoperations%2Ftalent%2Ftoc.json

Question: 387
You are a Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations system administrator for a new implementation.
You have a solution that needs to be tested using User Acceptance Testing (UAT). You have created a Business
process modeler (BPM) library.
You need to validate and support the solution.
Which three actions should you perform? Each answer presents part of the solution.
A . Upload the saved recording to BP
C . Create a new Business process library
D . Export the task recording to Microsoft Word and upload it to BP

F . Record test cases and save them to BP
H . Create and save a new task recording.

Answer: A,B,D

Question: 388
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while others might not have a correct solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. You are configuring a Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations environment. You must
set up Microsoft Excel data exports. You need to verify that the solution will result in a successful export of data to
Excel. Solution: Use OAuth authentication. Does the solution meet the goal?
A . Yes
B . No

Answer: B

Question: 389
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while others might not have a correct solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. You are configuring a Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations environment. You must
set up Microsoft Excel data exports.
You need to verify that the solution will result in a successful export of data to Excel. Solution: Use Open in Excel to
open an entity form that does not share the same root data source by implementing the
ExportToExcellGeneratedCustomExport interface.
Does the solution meet the goal?
A . Yes
B . No

Answer: B

Question: 390
You are a Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations system administrator.
A company named Contoso Ltd. is creating a new legal entity that will be similar to an existing legal entity. Team
members copy key entities to the new legal entity using the Data management workspace. They indicate that there
were already-configured pieces of data unique to the new legal entity before they ran the Copy into legal entity
process.

The data import/export framework settings are listed in the table below:

You need to determine what happened to the already-configured pieces of data.
What happened to the data?
A . Any source legal entity data that already exists in the destination legal entity will be updated.
B . Any destination legal entity data will be deleted, and the source data will be inserted.
C . Any source legal entity data that already exists in the destination legal entity will be ignored.
D . Any source legal entity data that already exists in the destination legal entity will be displayed as an error for user
action in the Data management workspace.

Answer: C
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